PRESS RELEASE
And This is Us 2021

–

Young Art from Frankfurt

June 2 – September 5, 2021
Press preview: Tuesday, June 1, 2021, 11 am
Soft Opening: Tuesday, June 1, 2021, 5 – 10 pm
Participating artists: Max Brück, Agnese Galiotto, Michelle Harder, Valentina Knežević,
Isabell Ratzinger, Saya Schulzen, Gintarė Sokelytė, Matt Welch, Faina Yunusova
Curated by Franziska Nori

And This is Us 2021 – Young Art from Frankfurt is the third edition of the biennial
exhibition that the Frankfurter Kunstverein dedicates to emerging artists from the RhineMain region.
The underlying concept of the exhibition is to accompany the participants in the
development of large-scale presentations on an institutional stage in order to make their
work visible beyond the region. The Frankfurter Kunstverein is actively engaged in
supporting the young generation in the realisation of their new ideas and productions,
especially now that artists are facing massive challenges through Corona. This year, nine
participants were invited.
Franziska Nori, director of the Frankfurter Kunstverein and curator of the exhibition, is in
constant exchange with the local art academies. The city of Frankfurt am Main is a
starting point for the careers of many international artists who came here to study and
work. Professors from the Städelschule and the University of Art and Design in
Offenbach accompanied Franziska Nori in the process of selecting artists with their
suggestions. Ninety portfolios were submitted and reviewed; many artists got the
chance to present themselves and their work in interviews and studio visits. All artistic

genres and media expressions were considered in order to show the diversity of current
practices drawing a multifaceted picture of art production.
Within the exhibition, each artist will have his or her own showroom. The new
productions are exclusively developed and realised as site-specific installations for the
show and will take over the whole exhibition space of the Frankfurter Kunstverein. And

This is Us 2021 is deliberately not a thematic exhibition, so that the participating artists
are fully given the opportunity to present their unique artistic approach.
Parallel to the m ain exhibition, the entire foyer of the Frankfurter
Kunstverein will be transform ed into an extended presentation area for the
creative scene in Frankfurt. Three initiatives by young artists will m ove in
at the sam e tim e:
The collective Magma Maria has been invited by the Frankfurter Kunstverein to present
the sales exhibition Frankfurter Kunst Vertrieb parallel to And This is Us 2021. Along
the window facade of the ground floor, artworks in two-dimensional format will be
presented in alternating cycles and offered for sale over the summer. 170 artists under
the age of thirty submitted their artworks through an open call. Those can be purchased
during the opening hours of the Frankfurter Kunstverein or on the eBay Website of the
project. 100% of the proceeds from the sale of the artworks will go to the artists.
The non-profit action is based on a solidarity effort as a response to the pandemic times
and the resulting reduced opportunities for young artists to present their work. Jakob
Francisco, Malte Möller and Lena Stewens as part of the Magma Maria collective
organise the project on a voluntary basis.
The young designer duo Bea&Pierre has expanded the existing FKV collection with
hoodies, T-shirts and new, unique up-cycling Sacoche bags.
Over the duration of the exhibition, international young musicians will present their live
sets with electronic, experimental music. The series of listening sessions is curated
by Erika Lowin, Luzi Gehrisch and Louis Baca.
The Frankfurter Kunstverein sees itself as a committed cultural actor that, despite the
uncertainty caused by the pandemic, remains an open space and public platform for
audience and artists to discuss together current social issues. Since over two hundred
years, the Frankfurter Kunstverein is known for representing the importance of
contemporary art in social and political discourse.

Franziska Nori, Director Frankfurter Kunstverein:

In the past 18 months, artists in particular have been forced into an existencethreatening standstill. Art needs to encounter and interact with its audience. Being open
and accessible to the public is the basic prerequisite for art to unfold its meaning and
social relevance. Therefore, it is essential for young artists to gain visibility through
institutional presentation. Our thanks go to the Dr. Marschner Foundation, which grew
out of the commitment of a Frankfurt citizen to help keep cultural life alive for the people
of our city.

Peter Gatzemeier, Chairman of the board Dr. Marschner Stiftung:

The Dr. Marschner Foundation has supported And This is Us - Young Art from Frankfurt
at the Frankfurter Kunstverein from the very beginning and enabled the third edition of
this wonderful exhibition series even in the Corona pandemic-ridden year of 2021. It is
not obvious to contribute to the realisation of exhibitions in the current situation, not
knowing whether and to what extent they can be presented to an audience. However, it
is particularly important to the Dr. Marschner Foundation to offer a perspective to the
young generation, which is most severely affected by the pandemic. The aim of And This
is Us 2021 is to give young artists the opportunity to grow in the challenge of exhibiting

in a museum setting and to present their work to a broad audience. To this extent, And
This is Us 2021 is another example of collective civic engagement, which we have been

able to experience in many occasions in our society in the last months.
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